Precast Concrete

Lower risk concrete
•

The final quality of sitecast concrete isn’t known until the forms
are stripped. Only then will the product of designers careful
drawings of form and pour lines, the Contractors careful
placing,, plumbing, and squaring of forms, the suppliers careful
grading, mixing,, delivering, and the subcontractors careful
placing, vibrating, screeding, and floating be known.

•

If something went wrong, it’s either the jackhammer, the paint
brush or plant ivy.

Manufactured concrete
•

•

Like other manufactured products, if the quality of the precast is
not up to specifications, you reject the shipment and order more.
This is part of the good news.
The other side of the coin is that precast concrete is most
effective when the form used to make the part cast in the plant
is re-used many times over. In some ways, sitecast concrete
offers more flexibility. There’s not much other bad news about
precast concrete.
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What qualifies as precast?
• Basically, any concrete cast in a location
other than its final one, is considered precast.
• These are the primary kinds of precast
– Plant cast precast
•
•
•
•
•

Cladding panels
Spanning profiles
Bearing panels
Columns
Copings and trim parts

– Site cast precast
• Tilt up / Lift up construction
• Site cast copings / trims

Plant cast
• Precasting in a factory or a plant eliminates
one variable which can complicate site
casting of concrete - weather!
• Plant cast precast offers more control over
formwork, mix (including specialty
aggregates) , placing conditions, vibration,
and curing conditions.

Additional advantages
• Besides weather not affecting concrete quality…
– Can build in all weather conditions without temporary
enclosures
– Large panels are erected quickly enclosing buildings faster
that sitecast processes.
– Higher quality control and workmanship due to factory
conditions
– Greater variety of surface finishes available
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800 foot long
concrete!
•

•

The plants invest fairly
heavily in the formwork for
their typical spanning
elements.
To maximize productivity,
the forms (called casting
beds are usually 4 to 8
hundred feet long.!) Shorter
pieces are formed by
installing bulkheads at
desired intervals.
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Smart
reinforcing
•

•

Because the precast
has to be picked up two
or three times and
moved from horizontal
to vertical in many
instances it’s reinforced
with pre-tensioned
steel strands.
The strands are laid in
the forms, which are
built of steel, heavy
enough to hold the 15
to 27 thousand psi of
tension put on each
strand prior to the pour.

Smart reinforcing
• The cable strands are rolled down into the
formwork, these strands are stretched to their
design stress, the concrete is placed , any
required cast in plates are positioned, and the
whole formwork is shaken, to drive out
trapped air.
• Unlike post tensioned strands, these are not
sheathed, allowing the concrete to
mechanically engage with the steel cable.
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Quick mix
• Given the investment in the formwork, it is in
the interest of the precaster to find an
alternative to the 28 day curing rate of type I
concrete.
• To speed up the cure time, therefore the
cycle time of the forms, the precasters usually
use Type III - high early strength. Usually the
mix reaches 3,500 psi after 12 hours.
• 6,000 psi concrete mix is used (also called
hard rock concrete)

Process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Place the prestressing strands, reinforcement and embedded
anchors.
Place the concrete
Vibrate or shock (impact shock) the form to drive out trapped air
Screed to the form surface
Finish with steel trowel, embossed linear pattern, exposed
aggregate or wire raked finish
Steam cure for 12 hours
Test the cylinder sample, must hit 3500 psi compressive
strength
Cut the prestressing strands concrete jumps out of form
Cut to length
Stack in yard for final curing, labeling
Ship to job and erect.

The quick cure
•
•

•

After the concrete is placed and shaken, it’s cured in a steam
enclosure.
Unlike dry heat which causes premature evaporation of the
water before hydration can occur, Steam heat prevents
premature evaporation while maintaining high temperatures speeding up the curing process.
The morning after the concrete has been placed, the first test
cylinder is broken, if it comes up to 3,500 psi of compressive
strength the concrete is ready to strip from the form!
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concrete!
•

•

•

Stripping the forms for precast concrete is different than
sitecast. Here the concrete is removed from the form, not the
form from the concrete.
Removal is simple. The tensioned cables are cut at the form
releasing the tension. With the tension released, the concrete
jumps up out of the form!…well it pops up a little in a uniform
curve spanning from end of form to end of form.
This curve is called camber. It can help increase the structural
capacity of the member. (We’ll talk about the downside of this
later.)
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Stack it and ship it

14’

•
•

• Shipping can be
another limitation for
precast.
• Generally, the tallest
truck on the
interstate cannot
exceed 14 feet, the
longest, 60 feet, and
the widest 14 feet.

Each piece is numbered for location according to the shop
drawings.
This producer also dates each piece to be certain only fully
cured components are installed
Castellated joint

Standard Spanning elements
• Solid slabs
• Hollow core slabs
• Double tees
• Rectangular beam
• “L” beams
• “T” beams
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Solid spanning slabs

• Usually not pre-stressed.
• Simple formwork, easily customizable
shapes
• Small spans
• Capable of curved plan shapes, can receive
curved partition planforms.

Spanning

Span max
22”
Widths optimum 8’ - 12’
Span / Depth ration 1/40
Min produced depth 3”
Max produced depth 6”

Castles in the air

• A tricky thing to accomplish with so many parts
making up a floor or roof, is flatness.
• The solid slab uses a castelated joint that,
when filled with a non-shrink grout forms a
shear key.
• The solid shear key would have to be broken in
half to allow movement…or an uneven floor.
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Topping off
•

•

•

Given that most precast floor systems are assembled out of many parts,
some with varying degrees of camber it is not often that the walking surface
of a precast floor is flat and level.
Given too, that no provision is made for electrical lines, telephone lines,
and sometimes hot water heating when casting the concrete elements in
the precasting plant there has to be a place in the system to accommodate
these utilities.
It is necessary to pour a topping slab on the assembled precast. This ties
the slabs together if 2” or so thick making a horizontal diaphragm, makes a
place for electrical, water heating, and telephone, and makes for a level
smooth floor for walking. (it takes as little as 3/4” height difference between
precast to trip a person)

Connecting
• A simple connector for
precast elements is the weld
plate.
• A simple steel plate has 4
shear studs welded to the
bottom and is placed in the
concrete. The concrete and
shear stud heads form a
mechanical bond.
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Connection
• A steel angle, rod,
or bar is welded
between the weld
plates on two hollow
core planks and the
connection is
complete
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Solid Bearing
slabs
•
•

Solid planks slabs are also used in vertical
applications to support spanning elements
When used as vertical support, solid slabs
are often reinforced with pre-tensioned
strands.

•

Here the pre tensioned strands extend
beyond the top edge of the solid slab.

•

The triangular cables provide the lifting
points for the crane to pick up the slab.
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Not much is
perfect ...
•

Precast concrete itself can
be produced to tight
tolerances which are part of
the quality grading of
concrete.

•

Industrial quality is often not
as precise as Architectural
quality, but not as costly
either.

•

Here the precast solid slabs
are shimmed to level before
they are welded in place.
This was a case of the
foundation being less
precise than the precast.

Quality Grades
Cast stone 1/4” to 3/16” tolerance, fine detail
Architectural 3/8” tolerance, custom finish
Standard 3/8” tolerance, standard finish
Industrial, 1/2” to 5/8” tolerance, coarse finish

Honesty is
beauty …?
•

The detailing of precast
connections, like many other details
in buildings are resolved to a level
of refinement proportional to their
visibility in the final project.

•

This relative level of resolution is
expedient, but diminishes the
integrity of the overall work.

•

The simple act of welding a steel
angle between the cast in plate in
the footing and the plate embedded
in the solid slab makes the
connection…. Honest,
straightforward, but not yet beautiful

Hollow Core slabs
•

•

Like sitecast slabs, when the depth of a solid slab increases past
a certain point, the extra weight of the concrete works against the
spanning member.
In precast, the hollow core slab, removes unemployed concrete
increasing the structural efficiency of the slab.

Unlike the solid slab, the hollow core slab is reinforced with
prestressing strands in the top and bottom of the slab.
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Spanning
•

The hollows are made in different ways by different companies.
Some have expanding air cylinders, some use pea gravel laid in
the bottom half of the pour.

Span max
45’
Widths 2’-0”, 3’-4”, 4’-0”, 8’-0”
Span / Depth ration 1/40
Min produced depth 6” (2” increments)
Max produced depth 12”
Cost per s.f. topped $7.31
Cost per s.f. untopped $5.28

aka the plank
•

•
•

Like the solid slab, the hollow core slab (also known as the hollow
core plank) has castellated joints to form shear keys when filled with
grout.
This helps the planks work together and increases structural efficiency.
Like other precast systems when used as floors, the hollow core plank
needs a topping slab (2” or so) to level out the camber differences,
make a diaphragm for lateral resistance, and make a place for electrical
and hot water heating utilities.
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•

Here the castellated joint has
been filled with a non - shrink
grout (dark grey) to tie the
planks together.

•

It’s always tempting to look at
those hollow spaces and
think they could easily be
used as ductwork or for
electrical lines...

What to do with those holes?
• A reason the hollow cores are not used as ducts has
to do with efficiency, (frictional pressure losses) ease
of installation (pretty hard) and air quality (dark warm,
porous places…mold / mildew / fungi breeding
grounds!)
• The electricians don’t use them much because the
cores only run one way!, very hard to pass from core
to core. (can’t get there from here.)
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Handle with care

•

•

Many precast elements are lifted into place from cables cast into
the element. There are usually 4 lifting points so the crane can
transition the element from vertical to horizontal.
The hollow core slab is usually picked up with fiberglass straps
or a steel choker. This lack of lift points allows for a flat floor,
with fewer trip hazards for the crew

Avoid Friction
• In most precast construction, building movement
(thermal, structural, seismic) can abrade the bearing
area to a critical point in under 30 years.
• To avoid this, most precast is set on bearing pads.
These are hard plastic pads that prevent abrasion of
the structural elements.

•
•

Castelated joint
Bearing pad
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Connection
•

Precast elements being very
heavy are pretty much always
placed by crane.

•

Connections for these heavy
elements begin with the
provision of some place where
the precast can sit, held in place
with gravity until the elements
can be connected to the frame or
each other.
Here, at -10 degrees farenheit,
welder welds a heavy steel angle
to plates embedded in the solid
bearing slabs. This will both tie
the bearing slabs together and
will provide a shelf for hollow
core floor planks.

•

Connection
•
Top view

Side view

•

Another simple hollow
core connection is
made by taking a
precision tool (a five
pound sledge hammer
should do nicely) and
breaking through the
top of the end adjacent
planks.
A piece of rebar is
placed in the open
cores, filled with
concrete, and the
connection is made.

This simple method is often used to
connect the planks to bearing walls.

Anatomy of a hollow core slab
connection
This is the drawn connection of
hollow core plank to solid bearing
slab.
First the welder welds a steel angle
to the solid slab at the embedded
steel plate
Next the hollow core plank is
seated on the angle
Next the top of the plank is broken
out on the top, a #4 rebar inserted
and welded to the angle
Finally, the topping slab fills the
broken out portion of the hollow
plank, engaging the rebar,
anchoring the plank to the solid slab
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Anti gravity connections

The problem with these slabs is you can’t easily poke holes in
them for ducts, pipe groups, stairwells, or skylights. To solve
this, precasters detail a bracket made of three steel angles.

The cutaway above shows the support angle welded to a bracket angle.
In the slide you can see there are two bracket angles on the adjacent
planks holding up the support angle which holds up the hollow core slab.

Tees single, double, forple?
•

•

•

•

Tees are the long span
champions of precast concrete
construction.
Single tees are not seen so
much anymore, their instability
(tippy) makes them harder to
place
Double tees are more common
now, for both long spans, and
also as bearing panels for walls.
Quad tees are becoming
common, offering almost the
same span ability, but with less
structural depth.
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Single tees
flange

stem

Span max
105’
Widths 6’-0”, 10’-0”, 12’-0”
Flange thickness 2”
Stem thickness 8”
Span / Depth ration 1/30
Min produced depth 16”
Max produced depth 48”

• Single tees were the first
long span precast
element.
• Over time, the difficulty
of propping up the single
tee before stabilizing
them with a connection
would drive the
development of the
double tee.

Double Tees
•

Double tees are used for parking
decks, gymnasium roofs, low
rise office building floors

•

The space between the stems
has been used by architects for
ductwork and lighting integration
when the double tees were first
introduced.
When the double tee is used as
a floor structure, it is usually
topped with 2 to 4 inches of
sitecast concrete. This makes a
place for electrical and
communication wiring and
makes a level floor out of the
variously cambered double tees.

Sitecast topping slab
(floors only)

flange
stem

•

Span max
100’
Widths 8’-0”, 10’-0”, 12’-0”
Flange thickness 2”, 4” for parking decks
Stem thickness 4 3/4” stnd 6” heavy
stem
Span / Depth ration 1/28
Min production depth 10”
Max production depth 41”

•

Double Tee casting bed
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Double Tees…meeting other
Meeting systems
Sitecast topping slab
(floors only)

Indirect lighting fixture
(not a smiley face)

flange
4’-0”

stem
•

The space between the stems has been used by architects for ductwork and
lighting integration when the double tees were first introduced. The large
space between the stems works well for running subsystems. That’s the good
news…

•

The not as good news is that the stems, like the ribs in a one way and a two
way joist slab, make it hard to bring a curved partition up to the tees and meet
them… not without a lot of hand scribing of drywall!

Depend on
gravity
•

Typically, precast elements
sit on top of precast
elements.

•

Here the double tees are
placed on top of solid
bearing planks forming the
roof structure.
Gravity will hold the tees in
place until the welder
arrives.
Small plates cast in the ends
of the tees will be welded to
plates cast in the ends of the
solid slabs to make the
connection.

•

•

Or Steel
•

Here the tee being placed on
the wall would have
interruped the smooth line of
the parapet.

•

The tees are held up by
small steel pockets welded
onto plates embedded in the
solid bearing slabs.
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Since the steel pockets are welded in place by a welder standing on a
ladder trying to hold the pocket, tack weld it in place, all at below - zero
temperatures.
So the pockets aren’t in exactly the right place, meaning the tees have
to be shimmed level before they are welded in place.

This is the drawn connection of
double tee to solid bearing slab.
First the double tee is placed on the
top of the solid bearing slab.
Next a weld is made between angle
cast in the double tee to a plate
cast in the top of the solid slab
Then an angle is welded to a plate
cast in the stems of the double tees
this will support a hollow core plank
The top of the plank is broken out, a
#4 rebar welded to the angle, and
the broken out cell is filled with
concrete to anchor the slab to the
tee.

Beams and columns
•

•

One way

Like steel and wood construction,
precast concrete systems are
considered ONE WAY systems,
that is the slabs, planks and tees
span only in one direction.
While the previous section
section showed slabs, planks,
and tees can be used as vertical
support, for a more open interior,
precasters have developed a
mostly standard palette of beams
and columns.
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Anatomy of a
bay

Plank span dimension

• The spacing between
columns is commonly
referred to as the BAY
spacing.
One way

Plank span dimension

• The precast system
bay, like most one way
systems (wood,
steel,…) is almost
never square because
it is a hierarchical
system
Beam span dimension

Long beams, short
planks or long planks
short beams?
• Often , a goal of the
decision of what
system and what bay
spacing is to achieve
the thinnest floor to
floor distance, while
meeting the modular
characteristics of the
building type.

One way

Beam span dimension

Long beams, short
planks or long planks
short beams?

20’

•

One way
•

40’

The longer a beam spans,
the deeper it must be. While
the plank stays pretty much
the same.
In this example, say the
beam span is 40 feet, the
rule of thumb of d=1/15 s
gives 40/15=2’-8” deep. The
plank spans 20 feet here
and which gives an 8” plank.
This makes a 3’-4” deep
structural sandwich
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Long beams, short
planks or long planks
short beams?

20’

One way

8”

3’-4”

2’-8”
40’

40’

20’

•
•

The longer a beam spans, the deeper it must be. While the plank stays
pretty much the same.
In this example, say the beam span is 20 feet, the rule of thumb of
d=1/15 s gives 20/15=1’-4” deep. The plank spans 40 feet here and
which gives an 12” plank. This makes a 2’-4” deep structural sandwich

40’

20’

That’s a FOOT thinner! In a 8 story building it
gives the owner an extra floor for FREE!
So bay size has a LOT to do with structural
depth, which has a significant impact on the
projects economics!

12”
2’-4”
1’-4”
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Which is better?

L

T

Rectangle

Beams & floor to floor heights
• The choice of precast beam type can help reduce
floor to floor heights or help make places for ductwork
and lighting.
• These beams allow the spanning member to fit within
the height of the beam. That saves the depth of the
member from adding to the floor to floor height!

“L” beam

“T” beam

Beams & floor to floor heights
• The choice of precast beam type can help reduce
floor to floor heights or help make places for ductwork
and lighting.
• This beam provides no means of support to the
spanning member except by carrying it on the top of
the beam, adding the thickness of each spanning
member to each floor height!
Extra
height!

Top bearing
rectangular
beam
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Beams & floor to floor heights
• Supporting the spanning member on top of the beam
adds to the floor to floor height, but, if the spanning
member on top of the beam is a single or double tee,
the space between the top flange and bottom of the
stem is available for ductwork to pass
beam with no conflict!

over

the

Duct
Duct
Space!

Standard Beam Sizing?
Span / depth ratio 1/15
Dimensions vary in 2” increments

L

T

Min 12”
Max 36”

Rectangle

Min 12”
Max 36”
6”

Min 12”
Max 36”

6”

Min 18”

Min 18”

12” Max 48”

Max 48”

Extra tall columns
• In making a precast
frame, the connections
are the weaker point.
• To minimize the number
of column to column
connections, columns
are poured in
continuous lengths up
to 60 feet.
60 feet
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Corbels &
Haunches
• The precast beams
connect to the columns
by sitting on corbels,
(also called haunches)
projecting from two
sides of the column.

One way structure
•

•

Column
Corbel

The haunches are only on two
sides of the column partly
because precast framing systems
are usually considered as one
way structures…
And partly because the columns
are cast laying flat, additional
corbels would have to be poured
on the faces of the column in
subsequent pours, fairly costly.

Beam span direction
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One way structure

•

•

The haunches are only on two
sides of the column partly
because precast framing systems
are usually considered as one
way structures…
And partly because the columns
are cast laying flat, additional
corbels would have to be poured
on the faces of the column in
subsequent pours, fairly costly.

Column sizes
14”

10”

18”

14”

10”

18”

26”

22”
22”

26”
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Custom
• Precasters recommend not making
custom forms for columns unless there
will be 10,000 linear feet of columns in
the project.
• That would be 167 columns if each
were 60 feet tall!
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